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Abstract

Recent advances in observations have provided a wealth of measurements of the expansions of out" ows in galactic
disks out to large radii in a variety of galactic hosts. To provide an updated baseline for the interpretation of such
data, and to assess to what extent the present status of the modeling is consistent with the existing observations, we
provide a compact two-dimensional description for the expansion of active galactic nucleus(AGN)-driven shocks
in realistic galactic disks with exponential gas density pro! les in a disk geometry. We derive solutions for the
out" ow expansion and the mass out" ow rates in different directions with respect to the plane of the disk. These are
expressed in terms of the global properties of the host galaxy and of the central AGN to allow for an easy and direct
comparison with existing observations in a variety of galactic hosts with measured properties, and out to distances
of ! 10 kpc from the center. The results are compared with a state-of-the-art compilation of observed out" ows in 19
galaxies with different measured gas and dynamical mass, allowing for a detailed, one-by-one comparison with the
model predictions. The agreement we obtain for a wide range of host galaxy gas mass( M M M10 109

gas
12� 1 � 1� : � :)

and AGN bolometric luminosity( L10 erg s 10 erg s43 1
AGN

47 1� 1 � 1� � � �) provides a quantitative systematic test for
the modeling of AGN-driven out" ows in galactic disks. We also consider a larger sample of 48 objects in galaxies
with no reliable measurements of the gas and dynamical mass. In this case, we perform a comparison of the model
predictions for different bins of AGN luminosities assuming different reference values for the gas mass and
dynamical mass derived from average scaling relations. Finally, we reconsider the AGN wind scaling laws
empirically derived by many authors in light of the results from our updated models. The encouraging, quantitative
agreement of the model predictions with a wide set of existing observations constitutes a baseline for the
interpretation of forthcoming data, and for a more detailed treatment of AGN feedback in galaxy formation models.

Key words:galaxies: activeÐgalaxies: evolutionÐgalaxies: formation

1. Introduction

In the last decade, a wealth of observations has provided an
increasingly detailed characterization of galaxy-scale out" ows
driven by active galactic nuclei(AGNs). The early observations
of ultrafast AGN-driven winds on small scales(from the
accretion disk scale up to the dusty torus) with velocities" 0.1c
(see King & Pounds2015 for a review) through blueshifted
absorption lines in the X-ray spectra in a substantial fraction
(" 40%) of AGNs (e.g., Piconcelli et al.2005; Tombesi et al.
2010; Gofford et al.2013) have been recently complemented by
a wide set of measurements of fast(velocities of the order of
1000 km s# 1), massive" ows of ionized, neutral, and molecular
gas, extended on kiloparsec scales. These have been performed
through deep optical/ NIR spectroscopy(Nesvadba et al.2006,
2008; Alexander et al.2010; Riffel & Storchi-Bergmann2011;
Rupke & Veilleux2011; Cano-Diaz et al.2012; Greene et al.
2012; Harrison et al.2012, 2014; Cimatti et al.2013; Liu et al.
2013a, 2013b; Genzel et al.2014; Tadhunter et al.2014; Brusa
et al. 2015a, 2015b; Cresci et al.2015; Perna et al.2015a;
Carniani et al.2015; Perna et al.2015b; Zakamska et al.2016;
Bischetti et al.2017), through interferometric observations in the
(sub)millimeter domain(e.g., Feruglio et al.2010, 2013, 2015;
Alatalo et al.2011; Krips et al.2011; Aalto et al.2012; Cicone
et al.2012, 2014, 2015; Maiolino et al.2012; Combes et al.2013;
Morganti et al.2013a, 2013b; Garcia-Burillo et al.2014), and
through far-infrared spectroscopy fromHerschel (e.g., Fischer
et al. 2010; Sturm et al.2011; Spoon et al.2013; Veilleux
et al. 2013; Stone et al.2016; Gonzalez-Alfonso et al.2017).

These observations have enabled the detailed physical properties
of the out" ows(velocities, mass out" ow rate, kinetic energy rate)
for a number of sources with different AGN luminosity and
host galaxy properties(gas mass, circular velocity) to be
determined. Recent works by Cicone et al.(2014) and Fiore
et al. (2017) have allowed samples with more than a hundred
out" ow measurements with detected massive winds at different
scales(subparsecs to kiloparsecs) and with different molecular/
ion compositions to be assembled. For several molecular out" ows,
the complementary measurement of the host galaxy circular
velocity and gas mass has been used to constrain the relationships
among the wind parameters, AGN parameters, and host galaxy
parameters.

Parallel theoretical works(Silk & Rees1998; King 2003;
Granato et al.2004; Lapi et al.2005; Silk & Nusser2010; King
et al.2011; Faucher-Gigu•re & Quataert2012) have focused on
capturing the main features of the out" ows and on pinning
down their main expansion and cooling properties, mainly
through the implementation of models based on shocks
expanding into the interstellar medium(ISM) approximated
as a sphere with a power-law density pro! le R�S�_ �B�� (for the
extension to exponential disks, see Hartwig et al.2018). Within
the large uncertainties and approximations, energy-conserving
shock models are consistent with present measurements that
indicate that AGN-driven, galaxy-scale out" ows may com-
monly have momentum" uxes L c10 AGN (in terms of the AGN
bolometric luminosity LAGN). These models allowed the
derivation of scaling laws for the run of the shock velocity
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Vs, for the associated mass out" ow rate MS,�Rú , and for their
dependence on the AGN luminosity, e.g., for the case of an
isothermal sphere(! != !# 2), models including cooling predict
mass out" ow ratesM Ls AGN

1 3�_ú , while the energy-conserving
model by Lapi et al.(2005) yields a slightly steeper dependence
M Ls AGN

1 2�_ú . The observed steeper dependenciesM Ls AGN
0.8�_ú for

molecular winds andM Ls AGN
1.3�_ú for ionized winds(see Fiore

et al. 2017) then point toward a medium where the density
pro! le is " atter than in the isothermal case(Faucher-Gigu•re &
Quataert2012), although such conclusions may be affected by
biases in the observational results.

Although re! ned, recent shock models have started to
compare with the distribution of observational out" ow
measurements(see, e.g., Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re
2018b), the increasing wealth of data concerning the physical
properties of a large number of AGN-driven out" ows calls for a
more detailed and quantitative comparison with models,
starting with aÒone-by-oneÓcomparison of model predictions
with the measured out" ow properties in well-studied objects
residing in galaxies with different measured gas and dynami-
cal mass.

Toward this aim, we extend the shock model for AGN
out" ows to include realistic exponential density pro! les for the
ISM, where the normalization of the gas density is related to
the global gas content of the host galaxy disk, and the disk
scale radius is related to the total host galaxy mass. This allows
us to compare the shock model results with the most recent
compilations of data concerning AGN out" ows with different
AGN luminosities and host galaxy gas and dark matter(DM)
masses, measured at different distances from the host galaxy
center. Our goal is to incorporate most previous advances into a
single yet manageable analytic framework so as to describe the
expansion of AGN-driven shocks for realistic exponential
density pro! les for the ISM in a disk geometry, and to derive
solutions in terms of the global properties of the host galaxy
and of the central AGN. This allows us to perform a direct
comparison with existing observations in a variety of galactic
hosts with measured properties, and out to a distance of
! 10 kpc from the center. The goal is to provide an
observationally based test ground for the current description
of AGN-driven shocks in realistic galactic hosts and to assess
to what extent the present status of the modeling is consistent
with the existing observational distribution of the expansion
and mass out" ow rates.

While the main observables we compare with, i.e.,
expansion and mass out" ow rates, can be reliably computed
using the analytical formalism we adopt(as found in earlier
works comparing simulations with analytical computations in
well-studied cases, e.g., Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re2018b),
our analytical approach is complementary to numerical
simulations. For example, while a precise description of the
position-dependent molecular, ionization, and chemical proper-
ties of the shocked shell requires numerical simulations to
account for the effects of RayleighÐTaylor instabilities
(Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re2018a; Richings & Faucher-
Gigu•re2018b; see also Zubovas & King2014), our treatment
effectively follows the expansion velocity of the shock and the
mass out" ow rate out to large radii where the assumption of
power-law gas density pro! les (adopted in such simulations)
fails, and where the disk is the dominant component with
respect to the rapidly declining bulge component(the shock

expansion in this case is treated, e.g., in King et al.2011). Also,
our analytical model allows us to easily explore the dependence
of the AGN-driven out" ows on a variety of quantities
(including the AGN luminosity, the gas mass fraction, and
the total mass of the host galaxy) over a huge range of values.
In addition, our computation allows us to describe the two-
dimensional structure of the out" ow, as opposed to the
isotropic situations considered in most simulations(for
simulations of out" ows in a nonspherical, elliptical distribution
of gas, see Zubovas & Nayakshin2014). In this sense, our
approach is similar to that adopted in Hartwig et al.(2018) but
focused on the exploration of a wide set of properties of
galactic hosts(including the gas mass fraction) and on the
systematic comparison with the most recent compilation of
observational data encompassing a wide range of properties of
the host galaxy and of the central AGN.

The plan of the paper is as follows. We provide the basic
equations governing the expansion of AGN-driven shocks in
Section2. In Section3, we! rst derive solutions for an isotropic
distribution of gas with a power-law density pro! le (Section3.1)
to compare with previous studies. Then, we derive solutions in
the case of exponential gas density pro! les along the plane of the
disk (Section3.2.1) and in the other directions(Section3.2.2).
Section4 is devoted to a detailed comparison with existing
samples of observed AGN-driven out" ows. In Section4.1, we
compare with out" ows in galaxies with measured gas and total
mass, allowing for a one-by-one quantitative comparison with
the model predictions, while in Section4.2 we consider a large
sample of observed out" ows in galaxies where measurements of
gas and total mass are not available, so that the comparison has
to be performed assuming observational scaling laws for the
observed host galaxy properties. In Section5, we reconsider the
AGN wind scaling laws empirically derived by many authors in
light of the results from our updated models. Section6 is
devoted to a discussion and our conclusion.

2. The Model

We adopt the standard shell approximation(see Cavaliere &
Messina1976; Ostriker & McKee1988; King 2003; Lapi et al.
2005; King 2010; Faucher-Gigu•re & Quataert2012; Ishibashi
& Fabian 2014, 2015; King & Pounds2015; Hartwig et al.
2018) for the expansion of shocks into the ambient ISM of the
host galaxy. We assume that nuclear winds with velocities
Vin!" !3!! !104 km s# 1 generated by the central AGN accelerate
a forward shock expanding into the ambient medium. In the
general two-dimensional case(see Figure1), the shock radius
RS,�Rand velocityV RS S, ,��� R � Rú depend not only on time, but also
on the angle" between the direction of expansion and the plane

Figure 1. The disk geometry considered in the text. Within the vertical
boundaries corresponding to a disk scale heighth, the galactic gas density
outside the shock depends only on the radial coordinateR. The external
boundary of the red region corresponds to the shock positionRS,�R. We also
show the densitynp and temperatureTp of the hot bubble inside the shock
(yellow region) and the densitynS and temperatureTS of the shocked shell(red
region).
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of the disk. The shock expansion results in the formation of a
shell of swept-up material de! ned byR RS,�x �R, with a mass
out" ow rate MS,�Rú in the considered direction, enclosing a
bubble of hot shocked medium. We compute the expansion of
the bubble and the properties of the shocked shell, in turn.

2.1. The Expansion of the Shock

In the shell approximation, we consider the motion of a mass
element MS,�% �R of the swept-out gas at a shock radiusRs,�R

propagating with velocityV RS S, ,��� R � Rú in the direction de! ned
by the angle" with respect to the plane of the disk. Within a
solid angle 2 cos� Q � R � R�%� 8 � � � %( ) , the mass element

M dR R R,S
R

, 0
2 2S,

�¨ � S � R�% � � � %� 8�R
�R ( ) is given by the initial

galaxy gas mass(distributed according to a density pro! le
R,�S �R( )) enclosed within the shock radiusRS,�R in the

considered direction. We de! ne the mass swept out per unit
solid angleM dM dS S, ,�a �w �8�R �R , so that the total mass of the
swept-out gas isM d MS S,�¨� � � 8�a�R. Then, the expansion of the
shock in the solid angle!" along the considered direction" is
given by

d
dt

M V R P P

G M M R

R
. 1

s s s b

s S

s

, , ,
2

0

, ,

,
2

�a�%�8 �� �%�8 ��

��
�a �%�8 ��

�R �R �R

�R �R

�R

( ) ( )

( )
( )

The above equation accounts for the balance between the
pressure term(fueling the expansion) acting on the surface
element corresponding to the solid angle in the considered
direction, " , and the counteracting gravitational term deter-
mined by the total massM (contributed by the DM and by the
central black hole) within the shock radiusRs,�R. Here,P0 is
the initial ambient pressure, while the pressure of the hot gas in
the bubble isP E Q t3 2b b�� ( ) ( ), whereQ(t) is the volume
enclosed by the bubble at the considered timet. In turn, the
thermal energyEb of the bubble evolves according to

d
dt

E L P d
dS
d

V L . 2b b SAGN , cool�‹ �¨� � � � � 8
�8

���R ( )

Here, S(t) is the surface enclosing the hot bubble at the
considered timet, v cin�‹ �x is the ef! ciency of the AGN
radiation transferring energy to the ISM medium, whileLcool is
the cooling rate of the bubbleL Q tcool IC ff� � � - � � � -( )( ), in turn
related to the cooling functions for inverse Compton(# IC) and
freeÐfree emission(# ff). Notice that we have assumed the inner
boundary of the shocked wind bubble to be much smaller than
its outer boundaryRs,�R, an approximation that is known to
impact the results by less than 5%(see Richings & Faucher-
Gigu•re2018b). In the following, we will also ignore the initial
pressureP0 because it is found to be much smaller that the
pressurePb in light of the small initial temperature! 104 K of
the unperturbed medium when compared to the temperatures
T 10 10b

9 11�_ Ð K of the bubble(see also Richings & Faucher-
Gigu•re 2018b).

We then de! ne the geometrical factorC RS, �w�R( )
Q t R4 3 S,

3�Q �R( ) ( ) that expresses the deviation of the volume
from the spherical case. With the above notation and within the
approximations for the bubble volume and for the initial
pressure of the ambient ISM discussed above, we can recast

Equation(1) as

d V

dt C R
E

M R

M R

M
R

R
V
R

V
M

M

2
4

. 3

S

S

b

S S

S v

S

c

S
S

S

S

,

, , ,

,

,

2

,
,

,

,

�Q
��

�a

��
��

��
�a

�a

�R

�R �R �R

�R

� R � R
�R

�R

�R

( )

( ) ú
( )

The last term on the right-hand side can be readily computed for
a speci! c assumed density pro! le. We start from the general form

g R R,v0�S � S � R�w ( ), where Rv is the virial radius of the host
galaxy. De! ning the rescaled radiusx R Rv�w , the normalization
#0 is related to the total gas content of the galaxy by the relation

M R Iv0 gas
3�S �� , where the form factorI is obtained by integrating

the density pro! le g x, �R( ) over the volume occupied by the

galactic gas. Thus,I g x x dx4
0

1 2�¨�Q�� ( ) in the case of a spherical

distribution, whileI g x x d dx4 cos
arctg h x R

0 0

1 2v

� ¨ � ¨� Q � R � R�� ( )
( )

in
the case of an isotropic distribution inside a disk, with a sharp
cutoff at a distanceh in the direction perpendicular to the disk.
With such a notation, we get

d V

dt C R
E

M R

M R

M

R
R

V
R

g R R

g x x dx

R

R

V

R

2
4

,

,
,

4

S

S

b

S S

S

v

S

c

S

S V
R R

S

v

S

S

,

, , ,

,

,

2

,

,

0

2

,
3

,
2

,
S v,

�¨

�Q

�R

�R

��
�a

��
��

� q � �

�R

�R �R �R

�R

� R � R

� R � R � R

�R
�R

!

"
#

$

%
&

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

where we have de! ned the total mass(mainly contributed by
DM) within the virial radiusM M Rv� w � �( ), and we have
expressed the ratioGM R R V M R MS v c S,

2
,� � � � � �� R � R( ) [ ( ) ] in

terms of the host galaxy circular galaxy velocityV GM Rc v�� .
In the following, we will express distances in units of
R 1 kpc0 �� , velocities in units ofV0!= !1000 km s# 1, and
masses in units ofM M100

12�� �: . Correspondingly, energies
are expressed in units ofE M V0 0 0

2�� and time in units pf
t R V0 0 0�� . After de! ning r R R0�w , r R Rv v 0�w , v V V0�� ,
m M M0�w , e E E0�w , and t t t0�w÷ , the set of equations
de! ning the expansion of the shock into the ambient ISM is

d v

dt C r
e

m r

m r

m

r
r

v
r

g r r

g x x dx

r

r

v

r

2
4

,

,
,

5

S

S

b

S S

S

v

S

c

S

S V
r r

S

v

S

S

,

, , ,

,

,

2

,

,

0

2

,
3

,
2

,
S v,

�¨

�Q

�R

�R

��
�a

��
��

� q � �

�R

�R �R �R

�R

� R � R

� R � R � R

�R
�R

!

"
#

$

%
&

÷ ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

d e
dt

l
e

Q t
d

dS t
d

v l e l

1.5 10
2
3

1
, , 6

b b

S b

4
AGN

, cool AGN

�‹

�¨

� � � �

� q � 8
�8

���R

��

÷

( )
( )

( ) ( )

r dt v t , 7S

t

S,
0

,�¨� � � a � a� R � R÷ (÷) ( )
÷

m m g x x dx I, 8S

r r

, gas
0

2
S v,

�¨�a ���R

�R

( ) ( )

where all luminositiesl L LAGN 0�w and l l Lcool cool 0�w are
expressed in units ofL 100

45�� erg s# 1, and the volume integral in
Equation(7) is performed over the regions where the gas is initially
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distributed and extends up to a rescaled radiusr rS v,�R . To compute
the fraction of total mass within the shock radiusm r mS,�� �R( ) ,
we include inm rS,�� �R( ) the contributions from both the central
black hole massmBH and the DM massmDM. For the latter,
we assume a Navarro et al.(1997) form, m rDM ( )/ m rvDM ��( )
ln cx cx1 � � � �[ ( ) / cx1 ��( )]/ ln c c1 � � � �[ ( ) / c1 ��( )], where
c is the concentration for which we adopt the expression given
in Macci˜ et al. (2008), and x r rv�� . The computation of
the cooling term requires the bubble temperatureTb and densities
nb. These are computed after Equations(3.7) and (3.8) in
Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re(2018b) assuming a fully ionized
plasma with mean molecular weight$!= !14/ 23 to getTb ��

m E V k L t28 69 p b bin
2

AGN�‹( ) andn L t X Q t V mb pAGN H in
2�� ( )

(herekb is the Boltzmann constant,mp is the proton mass, and
XH!= !0.7 is the hydrogen mass fraction); the associated electron
density is taken to ben n1.2e b�� . From these quantities, the
inverse Compton and freeÐfree cooling functions entering the
computation oflcool are computed using Equations(3.4), (3.5),
(B7), and(B8) in Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re(2018b).

2.2. The Properties of the Shocked ISM Shell

To compute the properties of the shocked ISM shell, we
adopt the approach in Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re(2018b).
We ! rst compute the evolution of the energy in the layer as

d
dt

E P d
dS
d

V d
GM R M

R
V

L E n, . 9

s b S
S S

S
S

s s

,
, ,

,
2 ,

cool,shell

� ¨ � ¨� � � 8
�8

� � � 8
�� �a

��

�R
�R �R

�R
�R

( )

( ) ( )

This accounts for the balance between the work done on
the shocked ISM layer by the shocked wind bubble pressure,
and the effects of the gravitational potential and of the
cooling. The thermal energy of the shell isE Es s,th � � � �

d M V1 2 S S, ,
2�¨ �8 �a� R � R( ) and the associated temperature isTs ��

E m M k28 69 ;s p S,th B( ) it evolves according to Equation(8),
where the bubble energyEb satis! es Equation(5). The
associated hydrogen number density in the shocked shell is
n P M X m E3 2s b S p sH ,th�� ( ) (Equation(3.17) in Richings &
Faucher-Gigu•re2018b), which can be recast(in our usual
units de! ned in Section2.1) asn e e m Q t0.5 10s b s S,th

4�x ( )[ ( )]
cm# 3, and the associated electron number density is 1.2ns. The
above values of temperatureTs and densityns are used to
compute the cooling rateL E n,s scool,shell( ) from freeÐfree and
line emission following Equations(3.11) and (3.12) in
Richings & Faucher-Gigu•re(2018b).

In sum, the following set of equations describes the energy
evolution in the shocked ISM shell, in terms of our rescaled
variables:

d e
dt

e
Q t

d
dS
d

v

d
m r

m
r

r
v
r

v m l e n

2
3

, ,

10

s
b s

S v

S

c

S
S S s s

,

,

,

2

,
, , cool,shell

�¨

�¨

� � � 8
�8

� � � 8
�� �a ��

�R

�R

� R � R
�R �R

÷ ( )

( )
( )

( )

e e d m v1 2 , 11s th s S S, , ,
2�¨� � � � � 8�a� R � R( ) ( )

n e e m Q t0.5 10 cm , 12s b s th S,
4 3�� ��( )[ ( )] ( )

T e m 0.5 10 K, 13s s th S,
8�� ( ) ( )

where the volumeQ(t) is expressed in units ofR 10
3 �� kpc3.

We note that this set of equations is coupled with those
describing the expansion of the shock(Equations(4)Ð(7))
through the bubble energyeb, the shock positionrS,�R, and the
shock velocityvS,�R.

3. Properties of Solutions

The solutions of Equations(4)Ð(7) and(9)Ð(12) depend on
the assumed initial density distribution g x,0�S � S � R�� ( ), where
x R Rv�� and the normalization0�S is related to the total gas
contentMgas of the host galaxy(see Section2). Although we
will focus on exponential density pro! les in a nonisotropic disk
geometry, we! rst derive solutions for a spherical initial density
distribution with a scale-free, power-law dependence on the
radiusR, as in this case analytical solutions exist in the limit of
energy-conserving shock. This allows us to test the reliability
of our numerical solutions against analytical results.

3.1. Testing the Numerical Solutions: The Case of Power-law
Density Pro! les

To test our solutions, we! rst consider a spherically
symmetric initial gas density distribution with a power-law
pro! le g x x�� �B��( ) , and the proper form factorI entering

Equation(7) is simplyI x dx4
0

1 2�¨�Q�� �B�� . In Figures1(a)Ð(c),
we show our results for different values of the power-law index
! , the AGN bolometric luminosityLAGN, and gas massMgas
for a host galaxy with DM massM M1012�� �: . Due to the
spherical symmetry, in this case we have shock solutions
that are independent of the inclination" , i.e., in all equations
in Section2.1, we haveR RS s, ���R , V VS S, ���R , C!= !1, Q t ��( )

R t4 3 s
3�Q( ) ( ), anddS d R tS

2� 8 � � ( ). Notice that in this case the
equations can be written in terms of the total swept-up
massM M4S S�Q�� �a.

We explore the dependence of our numerical solutions on
the assumed value of! in the left panels of Figure2. We note
that decreasing! corresponds to a faster decline of the velocity
VS and to a steeper increase of the mass out" ow MSú as a
function of the shock position. This behavior was already
found by earlier numerical and analytical works(see Faucher-
Gigu•re & Quataert2012). Indeed, in the case of a scale-free,
power-law density pro! le, self-similar analytical scalings can
be derived forR tS

3 5�_ �B�� (and hence forV RS S�� ú ) in the limit
of negligible cooling(energy-conserving out" ows). These self-
similar solutions are shown as dashed lines and provide a test
for our numerical solutions. The match between numerical and
self-similar solutions also indicate the approximate energy-
conserving behavior of the expanding bubble(as already found
by Faucher-Gigu•re & Quataert2012and Richings & Faucher-
Gigu•re 2018b), although in the center the large gas densities
achieved in the! != !2 case result in ef! cient cooling, yielding
the slower shock velocityVS visible in the central panels of
Figure1(a) compared to the self-similar solution.

As a further test for our numerical solutions, we present in
the central panels of Figure1 the scaling ofRS, VS, and MS,ú
with the AGN bolometric luminosityLAGN. The solutions are
characterized by increasing the normalization for all such
quantities for increasingLAGN, due to the larger energy injection
powering the bubble expansion. Again, we can test our numerical
results against self-similar analytical solutions, yieldingRlog S �_

L1 3 log AGN( ) (see Faucher-Gigu•re & Quataert2012; see also
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Lapi et al.2005) for the normalization of the shock expansion,
again! nding an excellent agreement.

Finally, we study the dependence of our solutions on the
total host galaxy massMgas (right panels of Figure1),
corresponding to varying the normalization0�S of our assumed
density pro! le. We ! nd that increasingMgas results in faster
shock velocities and smaller mass out" ow rates, in agreement
with previous works. In this case, self-similar solutions yield
R MS 0

1 5
gas
1 5�S� _ � _� B � B� � � �( ) ( ), again in excellent agreement with

our numerical results.

3.2. Solutions for Exponential Gas Density Pro! les

Having tested the reliability of our numerical solution, we can
proceed toward a detailed comparison between the properties of
out" ows observed in different galaxies and the predictions of
shock models. Toward this aim, we consider a disk geometry(see
Figure2) for the distribution of galactic gas, with a gas density
depending only on the galactocentric distancex R Rv�� , but
con! ned within vertical boundaries corresponding to a disk scale
heighth. This is assumed to be constant with radius for a given
galaxy (although for M M10BH

8�� �: , models predict the

gravitational bending of the interstellar gas below 100 pc, due
to the black hole gravitational! eld; see Lamastra et al.2006), and
to increase with the galaxy circular velocity according to the
observed average relationh V0.45 100 km s 0.14 kpcc

1� � � ���( )
(see van der Kruit & Freeman2011and references therein). Inside
the disk(where the vertical distance from the plane of the diskYis
smaller than the scale heighth), we adopt an exponential density
pro! le R R Rexp d0�S �S� � � �( ) ( ) depending only on the galacto-
centric distanceRand on scale lengthRd. Outside the disk(i.e., for
Y h�. ), the density is assumed to drop rapidly to zero. We assume
that the processes occurring in the regions reached by the
expanding shell(white regions in Figure2) do not affect
the expansion of the shock in the other regions interior to the
disk (the red region in Figure2), a reasonable assumption for
supersonic shocks.

Within the above framework, we numerically solve
Equations (5)Ð(8) for the expansion of the shock, and
Equations(10)Ð(13) describing the evolution of the shock
temperatureTS and densitynS with the shocked gas shell. We
consider a grid of 20 equally spaced values of0 2� - � -� R � Qto
derive at each time step the shock radiusR tS,�R( ) at different






























